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Newsletter 5, September 2009 
 

We offer you a second newsletter dealing with «open city» – a futures 
topic. Doing so, we invite you to think about visiting to the International 
Architecture Biennale in Rotterdam (September 26

th
 to January 2010). We 

invite you also to our General Assembly on October 2
nd

 in Graz, proud that 
IACSA has been able to grow. Cultural Studies in Architecture proves to be 
not an exotic emerging thematic field, but a set of already practised ways 
of dealing with the urban environment.  The Network Editor 
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Crossings 
 

Are we approaching a «crossing»-bubble? One is tempted to think so: when you 

search for this word in the WWW you get an absolutely amazing figure of finds. 

Yet crossing in its manifold significations is invaluable for urban cultural studies: 

from crossroads to crossing cultures to the activity of getting across a field teeming 

with life. The contributions to this newsletter give evidence how the one who crosses 

is both researcher and migrant. He or she is no longer the object of a study and the so 

called end-user of urban space; but he is the protagonist in a story he shares with us, 

he has his own voice and chooses but also creates lived spaces. JW            ◄ 

 

 

«Crossing Munich» goes Rotterdam: 
Exhibiting migration from the perspective of migration itself 
 
by Sabine Hess and Natalie Bayer 
 

Crossing Munich is an interdisciplinary re-

search and exhibition project on the history 

and presence of migration in Munich. It in-

cludes the perspectives of ethnology, cultural 

anthropology, history and the arts. During 

two years 25 students discussed migration 

and urban theories, and designed their own 

research projects. A unique collaborative 

process started where each research project 

cooperated with an artist
1
 to develop ar-

tistically driven representations. Fourteen 

exhibits using a wide range of artistic modes 

of representation resulted from this intensive 

cooperation. These installations are addres-

sing many aspects: migrant cultural produc-

                                                 
1. Ralf Homann, Manuela Unverdorben, Anna Witt, 

Fabian Hesse, Dörthe Bäumer, Karin Bergdolt, 

Matthias Weinzierl, and Peter Spillmann. 
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tions; political aesthetics of representation; 

transnational economic and mobility practi-

ces; the history of migrant struggles; local as 

well as European migration policies and 

hegemonial discourses and their effects and 

imprints on the urban landscape of Munich. 

Austrian artists and curators Michael Zinga-

nel and Michael Hieslmair created the gene-

ral exhibition display based on urban typolo-

gies. 

 

 
View of «platform»-installation, where in the 
background the research-laboratory and «Bil-
derrauschen”, a video-loop of historical TV-
reports on migration in Munich, are placed. In the 
foreground the «Munich Central Station»-
installation uses the platform as a geographical 
reference. 

Image: Jörg Koopmann, © 2009 Crossing Munich 
exhibition group 

 

On the one hand this overall exhibition 

design is playing with the architectural and 

symbolic site specificities of the exhibition 

hall which is the old majestic cash office of 

the town hall. On the other hand the exhibi-

tion design is structured along the question of 

visualization/visibility and invisibility in 

terms of an active political practice by mi-

grant actors as well as by city policies. 

Installations addressing informal, transna-

tional economic practices or youth street 

cultures are placed in the «backyard» of the 

exhibition. Installation discussing policies of 

visualisation as the «ghetto”-discourse or the 

central role of the railway station of Munich 

in the context of German so called guest-

worker system are situated around a fix, 

centrally placed fountain creating a «public 

plaza”. The two exhibition designers seized 

the central role of the station where hundreds 

of thousands of the so called «guest workers» 

mainly from Italy, Turkey, Greece and 

former Yugoslavia arrived and were further 

transferred to their respective employers. The 

number of trains and people arriving at 

platform 11 was so high around the peak of 

the «guest worker”-system in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s, that the central labour office 

was afraid of producing an image of a «slave 

market” and reconstructed an old bunker 

nearby to hide the masses of cheap foreign 

workers. Whereas the trauma of journey and 

bunker are central narratives of this 

generation of migrant workers in Germany in 

general, the train station acquired soon 

additional meanings: it got a central meeting 

place where hundreds of migrants met at 

leisure time, chatting, drinking, reading their 

newspapers, and where political activities 

took place. These early migrational practices 

of appropriation of city spaces were the 

reason for the first big xenophobic campaign 

against the «balkanisation” of Munich. 

The central and ambivalent history of 

Munich main station is taken up by a huge 

«platform”-installation resembling the dead-

end station placed at the rear side of the hall 

that is used for events and a «research-labo-

ratory”. 

 

 

View of «westend_urban_lab»-installation with a 
monitor showing newspaper-headlines of the 
ghetto discourse, an infoboost-a central political 
form of migrant self-organisations of the quarter, 
a blackboard alluding to spatial transformations 
by the real estate market agents. In the 
background is a video-loop placed showing a 
Greek female chorus practicing since the 1960s. 

Image: Jörg Koopmann, © 2009 Crossing Munich 
exhibition group 

 

This example of the ambivalent and two-

dimensional history of the main train stati-

on—as a central place of regulation as well 
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as a central place of migrant self-assertion—

brilliantly reflects the general approach of 

Crossing Munich:  a reconsideration of 

Munich as a city, society and urban land-

scape totally affected by the history of migra-

tion. Thereby Crossing Munich tried to deve-

lop new narratives of the history and presen-

ce of migration in Munich by taking up the 

perspective of migration itself; this not only 

focuses on aspects of migrant agency, daily 

life and practices but aims to re-construct the 

history as a history of small and big struggles 

for rights and of strategies of self-integration. 

This demands a transnational approach, since 

economic strategies, cultural performances 

and biographies of migrants are transgressing 

national and local borders and boundaries. 

This approach also sheds new light on the 

history of Munich as a delayed modernised 

metropolis which still tries to market itself as 

a city between—in the words of a city mar-

keting slogan, «modernity and tradition», 

between «lap-top and leather trousers». Cros-

sing Munich analyses as well communal poli-

cies as city planning: e.g., it reconstructs a 

genealogy of migration related municipal 

policies and regulating discourses by focus-

sing on the narratives and representational 

practices of the department of urban develop-

ment of the municipality; it looks also at the 

transformation of spatial discourses on mi-

gration as the «ghetto-discourse» and combi-

nes this with ethnographies on quarters den-

sely populated by migrants (see «west-

end_urban_lab”-installation). 

Selected exhibits of «Crossing Munich” 

will be presented at the platform of «parallel 

cases» and a wallpaper-installation will in-

form on the whole exhibition project at Rot-

terdam. 

A catalogue is forthcoming, published by 

Silke Schreiber Verlag, 

www.crossingmunich.org  ◄

 
«Crossing Rotterdam» 
 
by Michael Zinganel, Vienna 
 

This installation
2
 deals with the increasing 

segregation of the urban fabric, of neighbour-

hoods addressing different communities of 

interest (and income), that tend to separate 

the city into ‘islands and ghettoes’. But mo-

reover it deals with the necessity to pass bet-

ween these islands. Since only by crossing 

the borders and commuting from one island 

to another the individuals are enabled to eit-

her get to their workplaces, schools or leisure 

facilities or to consume the desired living 

standard, by allowing those people to enter 

their territory that are working in the care 

drain and/or transport and facilities services. 

Call shops, formal and informal markets and 

terminals (like stations and airports) are 

considered to be the most important nodes 

for social networking within migrant cultur-

es. Instead we will introduce Erasmus Ho-

spital in Rotterdam as an important node for 

                                                 
2. Michael Zinganel and Michael Hieslmair for the 

Rotterdam Biennale 

cultural exchange, since many individuals 

with migrant background are involved in the 

(re-)construction of  the buildings  but  much 

more are engaged in the care and facility ser-

vices. There they act in permanent social 

backgrounds, either doctors, students of me-

dicine and (other) nurses or patients and their 

relatives that commute from here to the 

social islands where they use to live. 

The installation will be a collage of three 

models of neighbourhoods and a three-dimen 

sional mental mapping from the point of vi-

ew of 10 individuals living, working or com-

muting in between these Rotterdam neigh-

bourhoods. Two of them show where people 

of different social and ethnical background, 

affluent and poor families, with and without 

migrant background use to live. And one 

shows the hospital as a typical working place 

where members of all those families meet or 

get in contact to each other. 
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Individual figures leading visitors throughout 

the models might be—e.g.: 

► a doctor teaching in the university and 

working in the hospitals, living in an af-

fluent neighbourhood close to Heemraads-

singel in an old town house with a lawyers 

office on the ground floor, having an fo-

reign au pair tacking care for the young 

children and a private security service pro-

tecting the building … 

► a nurse from Surinam working on the sa-

me station as the doctor, living close to 

Delfshaven, having another Surinam wo-

man taking care for her child… 

► a male member of the facilities service 

company of the hospital, living next to Af-

rikaaner Markt in the South of Rotterdam, 

whose brother is selling clothes at the 

market … 

► etc.    ◄ 

 

 

 

«Crossing Gates» 
 
by Michael Hieslmair 
 

The contribution to the exhibition
3
 presents 

three groups of models for the cities of Du-

bai, Caracas and Heidelberg. Each of the 

model groups consists again of three models 

of buildings and urban fabric from corruga-

ted cardboard, fixed on fibreboards, contai-

ning abstract pathway diagrams made of 

acrylic rods and accompanied by audio 

tracks. 

The models show typical residential ho-

mes of rich German expat families in Dubai 

and Caracas, as well as an expatriate from 

Venezuela living in Heidelberg. They show 

also the typical neighbourhoods of the ser-

vice personnel they employ, who have some 

kind of migratory background. And their 

show the workplaces where the expats and 

their service personnel get into contact. 

This approach doe not only give evidence 

of the tendency towards spatial segregation 

                                                 
3. Michael Zinganel and Michael Hieslmair: Islands 

& Ghettos at the Kunstverein Heidelberg, 2008 

of different social milieus, but points also to 

the necessity of a passageway between the 

seemingly isolated lifeworlds. When the 

borders are transgressed and the travel leads 

from one ghetto in another, distant one, wage 

work and a style of life conforming one's 

status is made possible. 

Everyday paths of the expats and their 

service personnel are therefore in the centre 

of this research. They are speaking from 

single headphones, with the voices of news-

casters protocolling by re-narrating the day-

cycle from the different perspectives of the 

protagonists.  
 
Documentation of protagonists, 
architectures and pathways 
 

The documentation for this research was not 

done by in situ interviews with protagonists 

from the different social milieus and ethnic 

groups in Dubai or Caracas. The authors tried 
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instead to disclose the network of social 

relationships via socially and geographically 

closer protagonists: by comparatively weal-

thy and well educated German expat families 

who participate consciously or unconsciously 

in the segregation process, respectively by 

expats living in Germany who encounter 

there segregations familiar to them. 

 

The protagonists are: 

► the manager of a German company in 

Dubai, one of his collaborators from India 

living in Old Dubai, the German wife and 

the maidservant from Sri Lanka 

► the director of the Goethe Institute in 

Caracas and a maidservant from Colombia 

living in a barrio 

 

 
Dubai: residence 

 
Dubai 
Norbert K., 48, manager of a machine 

manufacturer, lives since 2000 with his 

family in Dubai. 

Sabina K., 42, interrupted her studies in 

education in the arts when giving birth to 

her first daughter. Moved in 2000 with her 

children to Dubai after her husband started 

to act as manager of a machine 

manufacturer. 

Sakthipriyah M., 32, came 1997 from Sri 

Lanka to Dubai. Has been working for 

three years in the household of an Arab 

family. 

Mansukh G., 45, came 1999 from India to 

Dubai, works 2003 as technician for the 

machine manufacturer. 

 

 
Dubai: workplace 

 
Caracas 
Johannes M., 42, moved in 2007 with his 

family to Caracas, where he was put in 

charge with directing the Goethe-Institut. 

He had before been in Johannesburg for 

five years. 

Carmiña A., 26, live since 1998 in Caracas. 

She had fled with her mother from the 

civil war in Colombia to Venezuela. Since 

then she is working as housemaid for 

different families. In the meantime she has 

become mother of two children who are 

reared by the grandmother in a barrio on 

the South-western fringe of Caracas.       ◄ 
 

 
Revolving thoughts about the revolving door 
 
by Steffen Greiner, Marburg 
 

Step inside, round and round, out and in and 

round and out but wrong again thus: stepping 

in another time and round and round and 

round and round like an nerverending 

roundabout, pushed back in, tumbling, drawn 

inside, clamping: Charlie Chaplin in The 

Cure, 1917. A revolving door isn’t just: a do-

or, a portal between rooms, between the insi-

de and the outside, between spheres of pub-

lic, of private, of consumption; a revolving 

door is space itself, a sphere of the in-betwe-

en, hermetically closed down and, at the 

same time, eternally open; an undefined pas-

sage which surely has its rites. 

In a way, the revolving door is, more than 

the better part of architectural innovations of  
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the 20
th

 century—apart maybe from the sky-

scraper and le métro—, the city, the 

metropolis itself, is glass and steel, is engine 

and elegance. Like Charlie Chaplin, who 

needs some entangled minutes to find his 

 

 

 

way out of the revolving door into the free-

dom of a classy sanatorium, those who cross 

the revolving door should acquire the com-

petence of the revolving door—which is no-

thing but the competence of the city, a chal-

lenge for the detached & smug stride in the 

crystalline loop way, with a determined faith 

in exit & opening. Not only through the door, 

the bourgeois is striding: He/she strides in the 

door; and always into a paradise, for the 

revolving door is a symbol and an emblem of 

the spaces of the rich and the beautiful; a 

cherub of consumeristic aesthetics against the 

temperature of the street. 

And, last but not least, some balance also 

against the rhythm of the street—not too fast, 

not too slow it is revolving and equal for all, 

locking out the rush and the straightness. 

Those who enter the revolving door will go 

in circles, will participate in a ritual act, will 

set foot into the stream. The revolving door is 

the space of the flaneur, simultaneously 

walking and standing still, an observer to be 

the observed in his cage made of class. To 

walk a turtle, to walk the revolving door sha-

re their roots of a grotesque, poetic, pro-

vocative absence of meaning: To walk strai-

ght for days, to run a marathon, to see whole 

worlds while in fact moving not one single 

centimetre.               ◄ 

Scene dialogues, No 1 
 

Images taken seriously have an enormous capacity to encourage dialogues. In 

everyday environment they pass relatively unnoticed, being taken for granted. In 

unfamiliar places they disclose a swarm of questions and provisional answers; 

they trigger silent or spoken dialogues. We consider this a central 

methodological topic in Cultural Studies in Architecture. 

We have been asking three people from very different contexts to comment 

on a photograph by Jürgen Krusche. They got nothing but the photograph, no 

information about the time or place where it has been taken. They were asked to 

describe what they see, not to guess about the circumstances. The descriptions 

are in turn evaluated by the research project by the author, head of project of 

«Taking to the streets»at ETH Zurich
4
. If you are interested to participate in the 

next scene dialogue, please contact us.             ► 

                                                 
4. www.taking-to-the-streets.com 
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© 2009 Jürgen Krusche, Taking to the streets 

 
Some posing like lifeless bronze figures 
by Laurence Anderson and Irene Fast6, Maple Ridge B.C. 

This photo captures an allegorical re-

presentation of Islamic immigration into 

European society, which (when it started 

forty years ago to welcome people to fill 

short-term job shortages and create a multi-

ethnic society) assumed that immigrants (like 

the copper and tin that went into the melting 

pot to create the bronze figures in the 

background) would meld into their host so-

cieties and adopt its mores. But a large num-

ber of Islamic immigrants proved to be «un-

meltable», like the mythical centaur on the 

right which is part man and part horse, nei-

ther comfortable in, nor really accepted by, 

the society in which he now finds himself. 

The only representation of an adult male 

figure is the statue on the left which appears 

either to be in conflict with his opposing fi-

gure or trying to show his strength in the face 

of a threat of adversity (or, perhaps, a feeling 

of male emasculation?). 

The sole Western person is a woman who 

sits among the group, but in apparent lonely 

contemplation, perhaps musing about her 

place in this new society, or wondering about 

the family life of the ethnic women she sees 

around her, but is not part of. The girl and 

boy (representing modern society 

/technology in typical western clo-

thes/headset) pose like the lifeless bronze fi-

gures behind them, and suggest the question: 

Will the next generation also be «unmelt-

able»? 
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They seem to see something I don’t 
by Meri Kytö, Joensuu6

 

The market is packing up. «Let’s 

meet by the fountain, I’ll come and pick you 

up after.» Somebody has forgotten to unleash 

the statue. It’s still holding the ropes holding 

the market tents around it’s neck. So many 

faces looking away; the two ladies with a bag 

of onions, the read headed girl behind them, 

the centaur, the bronze maiden. «I feel tired! 

Let’s go home, haydi eve gidelim artik!» 

The girl standing on the fountain has the 

same posture as the bronze swan. If she stays 

there much longer she just might melt into 

the composition as well. The boy has the sa-

me thing going on with the centaur, they are 

both aspiring to get out of the box. They 

seem to see something I don’t. 

 

 

Mimicking the poses 
by Johanna Hällsten, Stoke-on-Trent6 

Travelling, you realize that differences 
are lost: each city takes to resembling all 
cities, places exchange their form, order, 
distances, a shapeless dust cloud 
invades the continents.

5
 

The marketplace—temporary, here 

for a fleeting moment, yet regular as clock 

work. Wherein lies the difference between 

this place and others, when do we call it ho-

me? When we recognise and make parallels, 

when we establish networks? The photograph 

could be a snap shot from anywhere in 

Europe, an event like any other. 

There is a sombre undercurrent in the 

photograph; the subjects are all turned away, 

not engaging with the viewer’s gaze. The 

central space in the square has become the 

                                                 
5. Italo Calvino 1997. Invisible Cities, p.137. 

Vintage, London. 

back alley, where people are taking refuge, 

resting and engaging in quiet conversations. 

Interestingly, the bronze statues, which 

normally take centre stage are displaced, 

ignored and encroached upon—even acting 

as props for the electricity to the stalls. They 

have become furniture for the inhabitants to 

use. The subjects become statues in their own 

right, mimicking the poses creating rhythmic 

gaps between each other, overshadowing the 

monumental. It is mundane, grey, just 

another day passing by, yet there is a quiet 

reclamation of land. 

They are as if suspended in time, a small 

fragment of their being is trapped, lost—the 

subjects have already moved on, settled and 

started new dialogues.             ◄ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

6. Laurence Anderson is Solicitor, Irene Fast Legal 

Assistant at Vernon & Thompson. 

Meri Kytö MA is PhD candidate and Junior 

Researcher in Cultural Studies at Joensuu 

University. 

Johanna Hällsten PhD is currently Fine Art Course 

Leader at Loughborough University. 
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Announcements 
 
First General Assembly of the International Association 
for Cultural Studies in Architecture 

 

All members and interested people are kindly invited to the 1
st
 General Assembly of 

the International Association for Cultural Studies in Architecture. It start on 

Friday October 2nd, 2009, 11h s.t. at Attemsgasse 25/1.36 
Graz (Austria) 

IACSA members have got the detailed programme. Please address any inquiry 

regarding the assembly to iacsa@mobileculturestudies.com. 

 

Photography Next: International Conference 
Moderna museet and Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, 
4-5 February, 2010 
 

Call for papers 

This conference focuses on two themes, 

”Photography and Word” and “Photography 

and Education,” each focusing on key issues 

under current development in the internatio-

nal research field. The first day of this two-

day conference will include talks by Martin 

Barnes (Senior Curator, Victoria & Albert 

Museum), Elizabeth Edwards (Professor and 

Senior Research Fellow, London College of 

Communication), André Gunthert (Associate 

Professor at L’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 

Sciences Social) and Joan M. Schwartz (As-

sociate Professor and Queens National Scho-

lar, Queen’s University, Kingston). The ev-

ent is open to all scholars of photography in 

universities, museums and archives. The se-

cond day will include parallel seminars whe-

re the participants have the opportunity to 

present academic papers within the two 

themes. 

Abstracts (250 word maximum) can be 

submitted until 1 October 2009. State your 

name, affiliation and contact information and 

under what theme your paper would fit. Sub-

mit your abstract to 

anna.dahlgren@nordiskamuseet.se 

Last date for submitting abstracts: 1 October 

2009. Detailed program: November 2009 

 

 

 

 

The CSA Quotation Guide, continued 

 

« We took several trips. And I was very anxious to establish a kind of common bond 

with them [my children] in Palestine where they could see the house in which I was 

born. Although I couldn't go inside. It was, I think, my biggest regret, that we saw our 

house in Jerusalem, the house I was born in, all I could do was point to the window of 

the room in which I was born. » 

Edward Said, from Tariq Ali, Conversations with Edward Said, p. 126. Seagull 

Books, Oxford etc. 2006. 
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IACSA – the Organisation 

IACSA is an association according to Swiss law, founded on September 17th, 2008. In 

practical terms and pragmatically the association has three levels: 

I. The Founding Advisors' Board, is a group of personalities from different disciplines 

whose names stand for the field of Cultural Studies in Architecture. 

II. The Working Board, is open for everyone interested and willing to contribute to build 

the network. 

III. The Network Editor maintains and stimulates exchange and prepares the information 

management. Justin Winkler, who is presently given the task of network editor, is professor 

for human geography. 

 

How to Register as a Member 

If you sense that the idea of IACSA covers the field of your interest you are welcome 

to participate as a member of the Working Board. Simply write to 

iacsa@mobileculturestudies.com 

an informal demand. You will get an electronic version of the bylaws and an 

electronic registration form. You are free to ask any question concerning IACSA which 

we will answer within the bounds of our capacities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Founding Advisors' Board members (in alphabetic order) 

Pauline von Bonsdorff, FI; Ingrid Breckner, DE; Catharina Dyrssen, SE; 
Elisabeth Katschnig-Fasch, AT; Angela McRobbie, UK; Colette Pétonnet, FR. 

 

Network Editor 

Justin Winkler, AT 


